Is Jim Robinson Jim Guccione?
How Far Can You Scam the Public?
by Cal Ferrari

The rise of The Guccie Times among the www PDF downloads of the American people, as well as the sharing option, has given fuel to the controversy concerning the validity of this newspaper. It is really an underground publicacconce. We have no license for what we do, we are only practicing our freedom of speech as a hobby to investigate crime. Whether or not we can be backed by a militia force remains to be seen. No one has crossed us yet, even though people have been known to make a fool out of Robinson. But that is what he is here for. And every one of Robinson’s interactions are on record, to receive a recompense in the coming days.

There be some LaVey disciples who make a religious claim that Robinson is actually going to grow into a 7-foot Panther artist and become a greater threat to them than could possibly be imagined. Robinson says, “They misunderstand the meaning of the word grow. My muscles will get bigger and stronger, and I will become more loose and adept at the throw. But my skeleton is not going to grow. That is impossible. It is absurd to think that.”

Mr. Guccione says, “I do not see how anyone can believe that. No man has the ability to grow a foot. That only happens to children. We’ve spoken about this before.”

So, to answer the question on public record, no, Jim Robinson is not Jim Guccione. There are two separate men, not two separate consciousnesses. There is no god, nor magician, nor astrologist that can do such a thing. It takes a ridiculous child-like fool to believe something like that.

It has been reported in a past issue of the early Guccie Times that Robinson was allotted 5 minutes to do a profile sketch of Jim Guccione, and that he had actually had the honor of meeting him. But later on we discovered that the person in the sketch could have been a Judaite betrayer and was actually Bad Bob’s son. Robinson says, “It may really have been Jim. I think he’s just preparing me for what’s ahead.” So, for all intensive purposes we have a portrait of Jim Guccione to go by.

We can not stop at Robinson, however. He’s not in this all by himself. A mafia does not function that way. There are staff members here at The Guccie Times, and we know also by a past article that Jim has other "Public Officials." We may never get past the mystery of Jim’s identity and what he has in store for Robinson. We can only hope the general public supports Robinson’s claims. Can they trust that Jim Guccione is actually against crime, or will he prove to be just another lying gangster? Only time will tell.
The Underground AnaBaptist Rears Its Head Within the False Religions
by Dom LoPorto, Staff Journalist

The only way the false religions could have a successful heresy is if some of their doctrine was truthful according to the KJV. The Underground Baptist maintained these truths in the heretical church and otherwise refused the false doctrines even though many other parishioners practiced them. Although the people never got the full doctrines of the Baptist, they did maintain some of the more important ones, and the AnaBaptist made sure the people were not involved with the abomination of the idol. This is what gave the Baptist a common denominator with all the other churches. For example, the Quar-an has many precepts in it about loving your brother, things that Jesus popularly taught. Little do people know, however, that the Quar-an contains doctrines that teach a hate for Christians and thus the 10% of the Muslim population that are terrorists use that to justify their hate crimes against Americans. America is still considered a Christian nation generally by the Muslim.

The success of the Underground Baptist church is apparent in the similarity of doctrines between a vast array of different denominations. That’s why a Catholic can still be a born-again Christian even though he is not receiving the proper doctrines of the Baptist church.

Is Cal Ferarri Saved?
Interrogation Reveals All
by Jim Robinson, Investigator

During my new career with this newspaper, Mr. Guccione has had me under a lot of pressure. I have been interrogated and used as a pawn in a bigger chess game that could involve world powers. Regardless, I asked Mr. Guccione for permission to write this article using his famed “talk-to-text” program for an interview with its editor, Cal Ferrari for Mr. Guccione. Perhaps this interview can shine more light for the American people on the premise of the www newspaper.

JR: Mr. Ferarri, when did you first get involved with this newsletter?

CF: I got an email one day around 2016 from Mr. Guccione. He asked me if I wanted to join him in my fight against organized crime. And here I am.

JR: Did you know him prior to the email?

CF: Well, I had bits and pieces about him. I had heard a little about you, but I thought you were just suffering from mental illness and Jim Guccione didn’t exist.

JR: Did you know Dom LoPorto prior to the newsletter?

CF: I may have sparred with him at the Martial Arts Studio, but I am not sure because ewe use aliases there. I didn’t really recognize him at the news center.

JR: So tell us, are you saved Cal?

CF: I have heard a great deal about your Soul Winner News. I studied comparative Religions at college.

JR: Your religious affiliation is important to The Guccione Times and the American people. I am going to ask you the final time: are you saved and born-again Christian?

CF: I’m leaving behind my works. This newspaper is an asset to society.

JR: I see. There are no further questions, Mr. Guccione.

The Bad Cop’s Pistol and Slavecuff
Militia for the Criminal Aristocrat

by Cal Fedrari, Editor

If you have been following the Guccie Times story about Robinson’s arrest and felony conviction of brandishing a toy gun outside of DiCarlo’s in Colonie, NY you would have developed the same kind of opinion about cops and judges as we have. But we have also learned that not all cops and judges are corrupt. If that were the case our country would already be a master-slave society.

It should be noted by the American people that there is some kind of force out there that is perpetuating the “Kingdom of Hell” as Robinson calls it. It is a psychology like Frued, a force like the cop gun and slavecuff and an aristocrat who is insisting on a slave market in America. It comes candy coated, not like the display of the black man to the white slave-buyer in the historical south. This is the flesh on the internet.

How do we know a bad cop with a slavecuff, the terror behind the leadership? Robinson hit on some of it with his Soulwinner Newsletter Issue 108, but we always have to be on the lookout for the behavior of criminals, including the white color crime of cops, judges, lawyers and politicians.

The Greatest US Document
The Mayflower Compact

by Jim Robinson, Investigator

When I was in grade school, not only did we learn about the Declaration of Independence, but we also learned about the Pilgrims who came here to America and landed at Plymouth Rock. What the public school did not teach, even back then, is that they came for religious freedom. They brought with them the purity of the 1611 King James Bible, the purity of the modest woman and an honest and upright testimony before God. It was this testimony that built our country and made it great.

Today, in the New Age of digital technology, we have lost our honor for the Pilgrim’s testimony. It was recorded in the greatest US document ever written, the Mayflower Compact.

Valentine’s Falls
Boagies Remains

by Cal Ferarri, Editor

The former Valentine’s Night Club of Albany was known for its Progressive, Death and Heavy Metal loud distorted guitars and screaming into the mike. It is a culture that comes from NYC, reminiscent of clubs like the former CBGB’s from the Bowery in lower Manhattan that made its way to the Capital District. Much of this music started as Punk Rock in the 1980’s with all of the Christian-defiant art that came with it.

Although Valentine’s “moved away” several years ago, its rival club, called Boagies, just off Madison Avenue in Albany, remains in its stead. Troy had its similar club as the Hudson Duster which closed down after a pipe murder there. “Hudson Duster was coming back anyway. We’re not provoking anything that was not going to happen. We’re just here to give the boey some direccione,” says Mr. Guccione.

In a rather remote part of Albany’s south end center of commerce, on the Madison Avenue fame, Boagies rests quietly in the dusk of an early Friday evening. But quiet for how long?

The Potential White-Collar Crime of a Doctor Deliberate and Presumptuous Malpractice
by Cal Fedrari, Editor

*The Guccie Times* tries to approach these articles with tact because we do not want to create paranoia in the public. It must be understood that, like cops, not all doctors are bad or performing acts of terror on the poor and working class. But there must be a handful of them who do, perhaps the upper class disguised as middle classmen.

One of the greatest medical disciplines that are abused among the poor is psychiatry. The doctor often takes bribes from other city officials to over-medicate patients in an effort to establish a slave kingdom under the nose of the middle class, or so we seem to think. A good portion of the middle class knows exactly what these doctors do and live off of the abuse of the poor, raising them up with a stigma to be part of a degenerate underground of illegal drug abuse, sexual deviance, and the free-porn internet subculture.

The FBI, which should be responsible for bringing these criminal doctors to legal persecution shy away from this kind of investigation because their political ties with the upper class that abuse the poor for slavery. But the *Guccie Times* is dedicated to persecuting these doctors to the fullest extent of the law.

Medical Insurance Companies Selling Information Alleged Illegal Ties With Gotti’s Mob Threat
by Dom, LoPorto, Staff Journalist

Aggressive sales pitches to people’s cell-phones have alleged to be a criminal deviance of the upper class. These sales people get information from ignorant consumers and they allegedly store it for sale to the Mob. The Mob then resells it to inform professionals who work with the underclasses to abuse them with a cop gun, slavecuff, and computer.

*The Guccie Times* would advise people to be careful about what kind of information they give over the phone and on the internet. You should not give out your birthdate or your address if you can help it, and never give out your Social Security number. In the New Age, the digital technology would be abused by the owners of the means of production to control the underclasses using doctors, lawyers, judges and other professionals.

The general public worships the bad ma-fias like Gotti because they serve the upper classes to present mob threats on the poor and working class, and sometimes the middle class, to give power to the wealthy. Do not be fooled by their sleek rich garb and toys. John Gotti was known for his mob threats and he is probably still alive and thriving in the big city. Life magazine told a lot of lies to appease a public that worships the evil mob. Many law enforcement agencies support and protect mobsters, contrary to their public vows.